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The Metrosil Event Monitor
The Metrosil 8000 Series and Event Monitor provide users with the safest excitation rotor energy discharge system.
Together, they protect generators whilst simultaneously providing continuous monitoring of the de-excitation system’s
condition. Compatible with modern asset performance monitoring systems, the Event Monitor indicates when all is well
and alerts when an issue is suspected. With low maintenance demands and low cost of ownership, the 8000 Series and
Event Monitor provides peace of mind to its users, who can access data 24/7 and be confident that their valuable assets
are protected at all times.

Monitor Performance – Anytime
The ergonomics of the 8000 Series, which includes a protective bar to prevent impact damage to the varistor discs, was
purposefully designed so that not only was it easier to handle with added protection – but also to accommodate for
performance monitoring if necessary. Therefore, the protective bar is removable, enabling an Event Monitor to be fitted
as an optional extra (see Figure 2 below). The Event Monitor is also retrofittable to 8000 Series assemblies installed in the
field.

Figure 1: 8000 Series with Protective Bar					

Figure 2: 8000 Series Fitted with an Event Monitor

Once fitted with an Event Monitor, an 8000 Series assembly is tested to its specified energy rating with our unique High
Energy Test Laboratory (HETL), which establishes the assembly’s performance ratings. The results are detailed within
a test certificate that ships with every 8000 Series assembly. During testing the energy profile of the assembly is also
recorded; this data is stored centrally at M&I Materials and programmed into the Event Monitor in non-volatile memory.
The microprocessor in the Event Monitor is then able to compare the original energy profile with the energy profile in
service – meaning that any significant unexpected deviations can be communicated via alarm events through the MODBUS
TCP link. Benefits include:
• During any energy discharge event, the energy absorption of a varistor assembly can be immediately compared
		 with its original profile
• The Event Monitor uses a fibre optic data network for electromagnetic compatibility
• Each generator can network up to 32 Metrosil assemblies equipped with event monitors
• Metrosil 8000 Series systems fitted with Event Monitors link via Modbus TCP IP, over standard Ethernet LAN. This
		 protocol is available on most SCADA systems worldwide and is supported by the popular Chinese H9000 SCADA
		system
• The Event Monitor and 8000 Series combined ensure compliance with the Asset Performance Management (APM)
		 approach to data, which can unlock new insights and new value across operations
• The Event Monitor reduces the cost of ownership of the Metrosil 8000 Series due to real-time maintenance updates
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High Energy Testing – The Key to Reliability
Prior to HETL, the only way to test Metrosil assemblies was at off-site laboratories. However, this proved impractical due
to our large production volumes – laboratories simply could not handle the flow of our products. In addition, even the best
test laboratories in the world could not offer the full and accurate test capabilities that we required. To handle thousands
of Metrosils per year, we required a facility that could subject the assemblies to their rated currents and energies with a
high degree of precision. Therefore, we introduced 100% testing of our varistor assemblies ‘in-house’. HETL is rated up to
2,000 Volts, 8,000 Amps and 2 MegaJoules with a choice of test waveforms (square, voltage controlled; square, current
controlled; and inductive discharge). With HETL, our production and technical teams can now carry out a wide range of
controlled tests on our products, whether they are in development or production. This means that our customers can be
confident that their valuable assets will always be 100% protected. HETL offers the following benefits:
•
•
•
		
•
•

Extreme high energy testing capabilities
All Metrosil assemblies are tested to maximum voltage, current and energy - assuring proof of performance
Enables OEMs to realise the benefits of using silicon carbide varistors within their excitation systems as per IEEE
421.6 and DLT 843-2010
Test data stored centrally at M&I Materials
Energy profile stored at M&I Materials and within the Event Monitor’s non-volatile memory
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Parameter Graph for:
Test Operator: STUART CREEDON
Test Date & Time: 02/03/2018 10:52:27

SME Number: 9295-1
Set Number: SET 1A
Test Number: 123456
Spec Issue Date: 05/02/2018
Specification: PROD 6986
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The graph above is a real time display of the test parameters during the test. It can be seen that there is
a steady increase in absorbed energy until the test system determines that the test has been completed
and power is removed. The applied voltage and resulting current and energy absorption are shown.
Test Conducted to Metrosil Work Instruction MWI 030 in accordance with the test criteria stated in the
above specification (4 digit code in the Part Number) and Order.
Signed:
Post-test Image

Name: Richard Millman QA Technician

www.metrosil.com
Any recommendation or suggestion relating to the use, storage, handling or properties of the products supplied by M&I Materials Ltd either in sales and
technical literature or in response to a specific enquiry or otherwise is given in good faith, but it is for the customer to satisfy itself of the suitability of the
product for its own particular purposes. ®Registered Trade Mark.
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Figure 3: Test Certificate Example
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Figure 4: The Metrosil High Energy Test Laboratory (HETL)

Peace of Mind - Guaranteed
Metrosil de-excitation varistors are designed to absorb very large amounts of electrical energy in challenging electrical
environments. All of our de-excitation products are tested to their full rated energy specification prior to dispatch via
our purpose-built High Energy Test Laboratory (HETL). However, once our products are installed, it is impossible to carry
out further high energy testing. Our customers install our products and rely on them for many decades to protect their
generators; naturally they want reassurance that their de-excitation assemblies are fully functional. The Event Monitor is
the perfect solution and provides Protection Engineers with much-needed peace of mind:
•
•
•

Assures owners that their excitation system has Metrosil protection built-in
Integrates into modern SCADA systems and other monitoring and control systems
Provides automatic remote monitoring of Metrosil performance

Figure 5: DUT (Device Under Test) Area
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Summary
The Event Monitor enables Metrosil 8000 Series users to compare energy discharges through an assembly over a period
of time. This makes 24/7 monitoring a reality and ensures that any deviations in performance are communicated well in
advance, which not only lowers maintenance costs, but also reduces the overall cost of ownership of the 8000 Series.
Combined, the 8000 Series and Event Monitor provide total peace of mind to users, who can rest assured knowing that
their assets are fully protected with round-the-clock performance monitoring.

Our Philosophy
Metrosil Silicon Carbide resistors were borne out of the high-voltage department of Metrovicks Research in 1936 and
mass produced in 1937. As a major power house in the 20th century, Metrovicks was renowned for its industrial electrical
equipment, which included generators, steam turbines, switchgear, transformers, electronics and railway traction
equipment. Consequently, Metrosil resistors were specified into major flagship projects that paved the way for the efficient
distribution of electricity. To this day our resistors remain in place within established power networks.
Our philosophy is simple - to provide unrivalled protection to those industries that work with and rely on high energy. We
achieve this with three values that are at the heart of our business; Expertise, Innovation and Reliability. These values are
visually represented by The Three Pillars in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: The Three Pillars
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Figure 6: Metrovicks’ High-Voltage Laboratory in the 1930’s
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DEPENDABLE SURGE
PROTECTIONSINCE 1937
Demands for increased asset availability and productivity, reduced
downtime and lower maintenance costs have driven the desire to
protect electrical equipment from damage caused by surges, spikes
and transient voltages created by switching and external events.
Equipment damage is the most serious and noticeable effect of
spikes and surges, which, depending on the value of equipment
damaged and the value placed upon that equipment continuing in
service, could have severe consequences. Repair or replacement of
the affected device adds further to the costs and delays caused by
such an incident.
Metrosil non-linear resistors are manufactured from a semiconducting material based on silicon carbide, which has the
distinctive property that its electrical resistance depends on the
applied voltage. This enables them to act as an electrical “safety
valve” to protect equipment and insulation from the effects of over
voltages. In production for over 80 years, Metrosil has provided a
reliable solution for surge protection in many applications.

ENQUIRIES
Tel: +44 (0)161 864 5456
e-mail: metrosilsales@mimaterials.com

metrosil.com

Any recommendation or suggestion relating to the use, storage, handling or properties of the products supplied by M&I Materials Ltd or any member of
its group, either in sales and technical literature or in response to a specific enquiry or otherwise, is given in good faith but it is for the customer to satisfy
itself of the suitability of the product for its own particular purposes and to ensure that the product is used correctly and safely in accordance with the
manufacturer’s written instructions. © M&I Materials Ltd 2018.

